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Abstract

Like most countries outside China, Chinese community in Malaysia is organised based on dialect groups. This is a legacy of both Chinese migration process and the colonial policies, where the two factors strengthened the importance of dialect identity in the country. Dialect identification remained strong even with the growing importance of Chinese nationalism and Chinese identity in the 1930s and also during the period of anti-Japanese War. This was sustained through post-independence Malaysia where the Chinese continue to put up a united identity vis-à-vis other ethnic groups, especially the dominant Malay and Bumiputera – to continue to have a united and strong bargaining position – and dialect identity is seen upon as divisive. Despite all these dialect identity remained strong. In some cases, they enjoyed a form of revival. As for the Hakka dialect group, they too remained a potent force, and a renewed interest on Hakka identity emerged. This paper will investigate the position of Hakka dialect groups in Malaysia against the dominant view of furthering a single Chinese identity and interests in the face of inter-ethnic contestation for rights and interests; and to position the Hakka dialect group's